NEW in 2010
Reflecting on User Involvement and Participatory Research
Edited by Sheila Peace and Jonathan Hughes

In 2010, user involvement is viewed as a sine qua non of good practice in health and social welfare. The same is increasingly true of publicly funded research that investigates issues connected with ageing. "Professional" researchers continue to question how research should be conducted and disseminated. The papers here show how researchers can adopt ways of working with older people that better recognises their potential contributions.
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NEW
Oral History and Ageing
Edited by Joanna Bornat and Josie Tetley

The authors, all leading UK oral historians, illustrate four very different approaches within an oral history tradition, yet each has resonance and relevance for gerontologists. The aim in presenting this collection is to stimulate further discussions and opportunities to share research approaches and findings amongst oral historians and gerontologists in the hope that creative research partnerships may ensue in the future.
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Making Observations: The Potential of Observation Methods for Gerontology
Edited by Andrew Clark

"The richness of the content of Making Observations makes it an academic "must" whilst its reflective and discursive tone ensures it is inclusive and readable."

Dementia

Spanning a range of disciplines, the authors outline different disciplinary and methodological approaches to conducting observation research in studies of ageing.
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Language and Later Life: Issues, Methods and Representations
Edited by Rebecca L. Jones and John Percival

The contributors consider both methodological and substantive issues about ageing and later life focusing on language in several ways: in the sense of different first languages; in the sense of speech and difficulties with communicating; and the ways in which older people are represented in language.
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Recruitment and Sampling: Qualitative Research with Older People
Edited by Caroline Holland

"This small book will be useful to undergraduates, graduates and research staff. By presenting honest accounts of some of the challenges that researchers encounter, the book makes an invaluable contribution to a neglected topic."

Ageing & Society

Although this volume describes five quite different studies of ageing, common themes include: 'vulnerability' and ethics; the role of the gatekeeper; under- and over-researched groups; sensitive topics and the role of language; and older people as research partners.
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[This] occasional series ... provides absorbing insights into what it is really like to do hands-on empirical research with older people.

Ageing & Society
Everyday Living in Later Life
edited by Bill Bytheway
‘… of interest to practitioners and students … and researchers looking for innovative, inclusive and potentially empowering ways of researching alongside [older people].’

The British Journal of Social Work

How do older people really get through their days? The contributions focus on the ways in which everyday life gets recorded and narrated, using qualitative tools of documentary research – diaries, letters, logs, etc. – that enable the first-hand recording of these experiences.
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Writing Old Age
edited by Julia Johnson

‘… these essays work together to demonstrate the value of collaboration and a conversation across disciplines about the role of writing in the rethinking of old age. … Many readers will find this affordable, well-produced anthology of use in their thinking about later life.’

Aging & Society
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Involving Older People in Research
‘An Amateur Doing the Work of a Professional?’
edited by Sheila Peace
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Biographical Interviews: The Link Between Research and Practice
edited by Joanna Bornat

‘… provides important evidence and illumination of biographical work.’

Nursing Older People
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Forthcoming reports in the series

‘Secondary Analysis and Re-Using Archived Data’ edited by Julia Johnson and Joanna Bornat; ‘Imagining Futures’ edited by Rebecca Jones and Joanna Bornat
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